Hyperspectral imaging is based on the detection of spectral differences reflecting a tissue's biological properties. 4, 5 We determined how accurately a hyperspectral imaging system (HIS) detected LMM invasion. A total of 31 patients, with 32 lesions, with histologically confirmed LM or LMM, participated in the study. Of the 32 LM/LMM lesions, 10 were histologically defined as LMMs (eight on the face or scalp, two on the trunk) with Breslow thicknesses between 0Á4 and 1Á6 mm (mean 0Á85 mm). , pixel = 125 lm) and imaging depth of approximately 2 mm. In acquired hyperspectral images every pixel represents a diffuse reflectance spectrum, formed from mixing of spectra from the image's different materials. With mathematical modelling this spectrum can be separated into 'pure' or 'endmember' spectra. Endmembers can further be used to create abundance images showing localization of these spectra in the imaged area. A detailed description of the technique has been reported elsewhere. 4, 5 For the first four patients, the lesions were excised with 5-mm margins after imaging. In the subsequent cases, punch biopsies were taken from the suspected invasion sites, and thereafter excised completely, using a 5-mm margin for LM and a 10-mm margin for LMM. Specimens were processed routinely and stained with haematoxylin and eosin.
In abundance images, in situ LMs were seen as homogeneous white areas. In LMMs, abundance maps showed a dark hole on the invasion site, while the rest of lesion was seen as a homogeneous white area, as in LM. These areas, which represented the LMM invasion, were seen as clear white areas in separate abundance maps (Fig. 1) . This finding was seen in nine of 10 LMMs (true positives). HIS did not detect the invasion in one of the 10 LMMs, where the Breslow thickness was 0Á5 mm (false negative). In 19 of 22 LMs HIS did not indicate any sites of invasion (true negatives), but in three of 22 cases did suggest invasion where it was not detected histologically (false positives). Thus, HIS achieved a positive predictive value of 75%, a negative predictive value of 95%, sensitivity of 90% and specificity of 86Á3%.
Diffuse reflectance records both light absorption and scattering, and thus provides information on skin morphology and chromophore content. In this study the abundance images showed clear differences between LM and LMM. Most likely, absorption of the skin chromophores (like melanin) at different skin levels explains most of the differences between spectra.
Many techniques have been developed for melanoma diagnostics. Of these, dermatoscopy and reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) are widely used. 6 Both techniques are imprecise in determining melanoma thickness and early invasion. Multispectral imaging devices use four to 15 noncontinuous bands of wavelengths resulting in discrete spectral images, while HIS uses continuous narrow wavebands delivered from a tuneable filter. The HIS method used in this study showed potential in guiding practitioners to obtain more targeted diagnostic biopsies of LMM, improving early staging of LMM. HIS could also be developed further to measure the thickness of LMM noninvasively prior to surgery. A limitation in our study was its small sample size. Although the analysis method is objective, clinicians still need to interpret the HIS images, albeit this needs less expertise than the interpretation of near-histological RCM images. The quality of the HIS images may be affected by imaging artefacts. A future goal is to image a large set of various skin tumours for the development of a classification algorithm for noninvasive tumour diagnostics based on spectral data.
In conclusion, HIS is a promising tool to detect basal membrane invasion in LMM, and thus to separate in situ and invasive LMs for more accurate presurgical diagnostics. 
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